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I have been proud of all the work  

TCA has done and continues to  

do to make sure our industry  

and our region are supported.”

“
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I am honoured to 
present the Tourism 
Central Australia 
Annual Report for  
the fiscal year 2022/23.
The year has been the tale of two stories.  2022 has 
been well reported as a ‘unicorn’ year for tourism 
in Central Australia. Not only did we see a tsunami  
of visitation, but this equated to the Northern 
Territory reaching its Tourism 2030 expenditure 
projections early. 

However, this trend did not continue. In January 
the region felt the effects of crime and anti-social 
behaviour never seen before. This then led to a 
firestorm of national negative media that was not 
only relentless but devastating to our brand and our 
industry. 

As the voice of tourism our role as an advocacy 
organisation was critical.  TCA was in constant contact 
with Government, we advocated strongly in the 
media and represented our members in key forums. 

Our key advocacy achievements this year included  
doubling the education subsidy for school groups to 
come to the NT, an extra $500K support for business 
events in Central Australia, an extra round of VEEP 
that has funded Central Australian businesses over 
$600K and the establishment of the $20M Aviation 

Attraction Fund which has already netted dividends 
with the recent announcement of Bonza airlines 
starting up services between Alice Springs and 
Melbourne. 

Tourism Central Australia also kept to core business 
and worked tirelessly to promote our members 
through all our marketing channels as well as the 
two visitor information centres. In total, we were 
able to generate over $2.4M in booking sales which 
go directly into the pockets of our members. 

I am also pleased to report to members that TCA 
successfully received a new 5 year funding agreement 
from Tourism NT and the NT Government. Without 
this funding TCA could not do what we do and we are 
very thankful to the Northern Territory Government’s 
ongoing commitment to TCA. 

This financial year was both challenging and rewarding 
for Central Australian tourism, but our unwavering 
spirit, combined with our innovative approaches, has 
resulted in noteworthy achievements. We embraced 
the challenges, made informed decisions, and paved a 
path for resilient growth. 

However, the accomplishments of this year wouldn’t 
have been possible without the dedication, hard 
work, and passion of our Tourism Central Australia 
Board of Directors. It is your belief in the potential 
of our region and your commitment to enhancing 
the tourist experience that drives our success.   
I thank you for giving up your time and volunteering 
on our Board. 
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I would like to thank the entire team at Tourism 
Central Australia, led by CEO Danial Rochford.  
The staff’s commitment and focus has made things 
happen this year. Thank you also to all our tourism 
volunteer ambassadors as well. Their personal 
support towards TCA is unwavering.

Can I also acknowledge the tremendous support from 
our key government partners Tourism NT, whose 
partnership is significant and critical, to NT Parks 
and Wildlife Service and our four local Governments, 
thank you.  

Finally, can I thank every single TCA member.  
Our members are what makes TCA strong and your 
continued support is very much appreciated.  

With much of the work done by TCA this year, I am 
positive we will start to see our industry move forward 
as we move into 2024.  Here’s to a brighter future. 

Patrick Bedford
Chairperson 
Tourism Central Australia
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Dale McIver was elected at the AGM in November 2022, but resigned during the financial year.



I am pleased to table my 4th annual  
report as Chief Executive Officer of  
Tourism Central Australia. In this report  
I will showcase all the key highlights of  
the 22/23 financial year. Before I do this  
can I first acknowledge the tremendous 
work undertaken by all the team at TCA.  
The TCA team right across the region are  
so committed and put all their energies 
into the work they do on behalf of our 
members and our region.

Can I also take this opportunity to publicly 
acknowledge too the amazing work done by our loyal 
tourism ambassadors who volunteer their time and 
effort for TCA and our members. 

In the financial year 2022/23 our longest serving 
employee Susan Silvester was recognised at the 
annual Brolga Awards as the Tourism Employee 
of the Year. I am sure every member will join me in 
saying congratulations to Susan for this award as 
well as thinking how well deserved it was. 

Much has been talked about already that this year 
was very much in two parts. The first six months 
saw a significant surge in visitation to the region  
and the Northern Territory. This surge was driven 
by post covid domestic demand. This demand was 
certainly welcomed by all our members who have 
had to endure some difficult days in the preceding 
years as a result of the pandemic and border closures.

That said, the second half of the financial year was 
a different story. The year started disastrously with 
Alice Springs catapulted into a firestorm of negative 
national media regarding its crime situation. This 
issue as well as a series of headwinds fuelled by rising 
cost of living, increased international competition, 
the resurgence of cruise shipping and the issues 
affecting the Fitzroy River Crossing in WA all made 
the first six months of 2023 very difficult.

What we saw very early into the 2023 tourism season 
was a significant reduction in visitation. While many 
operators faced significant downturns, there were 
some operators that bucked that trend.

As aways, when our industry faces down issues,  
TCA stepped up to the plate in the advocacy work we 
have done.

The Chair’s report has identified many of TCA’s 
advocacy wins – many of which have directly 
supported our members.

The biggest of these wins must be the establishment 
of the aviation attraction fund. TCA has long 
advocated on the importance of improving aviation 
route development in Central Australia. That new 
attraction fund has netted immediate benefits with 
the announcement of Bonza Airlines.

From a corporate perspective I am pleased to report 
that TCA signed a new five year funding agreement 
with Tourism NT and the Northern Territory 
Government. This agreements cements TCA’s role 
into the future and allows us to do what we do on 
behalf of our members and our region. A huge thank 
you to the Government for their continuing support.
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Marketing

The year commenced with the final stages of the 
AUSTRADE program. Funds remaining from the 
‘Mates Rates’ and ‘Charter Flight’ campaigns was 
invested into a partnership with Flight Centre Travel 
Group. The tactical portion of the campaign ran from 
14 July to 7 September 2022 and provided consumers 
who booked eligible Red Centre travel through Flight 
Centre with $250 off every $1,000 they spent on 
travel up to the end of March 2023. The marketing 
spend of $400,000 returned sales of $2,053,860.  The 
campaign resulted in 595 bookings, 1135 passengers 
and 1314 room nights. Bookings were split Yulara 
56% and Alice Springs 44%.

The AUSTRADE program also included a digital 
marketing and packaging component.  In addition 
to the creation of 150 new webpages, this project 
included a search engine marketing (SEM) campaign 
utilising Google Ads. Over the months July to 
November 2022, an investment of $58k delivered 
31,000 visitors to TCA’s website and generated over 
$282,000 in revenue.

The final element of the AUSTRADE program was 
the addition of an Events Specialist to the TCA team.  
Karan Bhuta handed this role over to Georgia Tidey in 
September 2022.  While continuing with local event 
liaison and monthly updates to the Events Calendar, 
Georgia’s primary focus was the delivery of the 
hugely successful Central Australia Events Week in 
November. Facilitated by Krista Hauritz with support 
from TCA and NTMEC, the week included a Business 
Planning masterclass; Funding and Grant Writing 
workshop; Event Marketing masterclass; one-on-
one event mentoring, an evening of networking 

for tourism operators and event organisers; and a 
speaker panel featuring interstate event guests.

On 12 November 2022, TCA was the winner of the 
‘Tourism Marketing and Campaigns’ category at the 
Brolga Awards.  This was a very timely recognition of 
the ‘Get Out There’ campaign that was at the heart 
of our AUSTRADE activity which concluded at the end 
of November 2022.

January 2023 saw the first of two partnerships with 
Webjet and funded by Tourism NT.  The campaign 
offered travellers $150 off flights to the Red Centre 
for travel between mid-January and early April. The 
campaign attracted 618 passengers (319 to Uluru, 219 
to Alice Springs) and provided $92,700 in discounts.  
A second Webjet campaign took place in June.  This 
resulted in bookings for 2001 passengers with two 
thirds going to Uluru and one third to Alice Springs.

Caravan and Camping shows form an important 
component of TCA’s integrated marketing 
activities. Each year TCA subsidises and coordinates 
participation in major city shows to provide 
members an accessible and affordable opportunity 
to showcase their products and services in markets 
which have the potential to deliver business. After 
three disrupted years, the show season returned 
to normal in 2023. Representatives from TCA and 
member businesses attended shows in Adelaide, 
Melbourne, Perth, Sydney and Brisbane with a total 
visitor attendance of 194,000.  Despite considerable 
negative media coverage about Alice Springs, the 
sentiment at the shows was mostly very positive with 
many people still planning trips to Central Australia.
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Other marketing activity during the FY23 included 
a Cooperative Marketing campaign using Facebook 
and a multi-channel campaign focused on getting 
people out and about in the Red Centre.  The carousel 
format Facebook campaign featured a different 
theme each month – events, adventure, and Red 
Centre attractions.  Collectively, they resulted in 
over four million impressions and 17,600 link clicks 
to members’ pages on the TCA website during the 
months February to May.

It was a challenging year for social media.  Our 
paid activity, as part of the AUSTRADE program, 
performed very well. Across the year we reached over 
35 million people. We gained 15,000 new Facebook 
followers and 1,000 new Instagram followers.  Sadly, 
our organic (unpaid) posts struggled as Meta, the 
owner of both Facebook and Instagram, continue to 
modify their algorithms to favour the paid model.  
Nevertheless, our best posts are still reaching large 
numbers of people.  Reaching 845,000 people 
and received 9,500 likes, the top image of the year 
featured [drum roll] Karlu Karlu.

Alice Springs Visitor Information Centre

The rise and fall of visitation in the financial year 
was evident in all the key metrics from the Visitor 
Information Centre in Alice Springs.

In total we saw an increase of visitation to the centre 
of 6.9% with over 75,000 visitors coming into the 
centre in the year.

Booking commissions also increased by 15% with a 
total of $276,635 being received in net commissions.  
More importantly this has provided well over $2M in 

gross bookings to our members which is well up on 
pre covid numbers.

Retail sales have gone from strength to strength with 
sales up 23.8% to almost $342,000 in gross revenue.  
This increase in revenue is a huge support in TCA’s 
overall finances.

In the last six months of 2022, the centre struggled 
to reach peak staffing levels due to the overall worker 
shortages faced by the region. This however stabilised 
in 2023 with the centre reaching peak employment.  
We also increased our volunteer base with an additional 
three tourism ambassadors joining the team.

Over the past 12 months we have made several 
changes in the Visitor Information Centre. We have 
replaced the carpet, removed the large TV screen 
replacing it with slatwall panels giving us more space 
for retail. The TV screen used for the ticket machine 
was moved to behind reception with 3 new screens 
installed above the brochure racks. These screens 
highlight our region as well as being available for 
local events.

The large black display panels have been removed, 
Parks and Wildlife now have displays on the windows. 
The feedback stand has been relocated near the 
front door. We have introduced a concierge desk with 
seating for the volunteers and staff as an additional 
information desk.

Following a spate of broken windows (19 in January 
alone) the owners of the building decided to install 
shutters on all downstairs windows in the building. 
This has made a significant difference with zero 
incidents in the last 6 months.

9 
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TCA continued to extend operations by using our 
mobile information centre at key local events. Our 
partnership with the Henley on Todd event continued 
to flourish this year with TCA receiving almost $3,500 
in merchandise net revenue.

Tennant Creek Operations 

The Battery Hill Gold Mining and Heritage Centre 
incorporating the Tennent Creek Information Centre, 
has provided excellent experiences to visitors and the 
locals alike to the Barkly, through improved business 
operations and touring services. 

Due to heavy rainfall in January 2023 the 
underground mine flooded and tours ceased 
operation for the second half of the reporting period. 
However, the museums continued to be patronised, 
with a substantial increase of 41% on the previous 
year revenue.

I’m pleased to report the mine tour has now 
recommenced and feedback to date has been highly 
complementary, with visitors comments comprising 
of “informative and educational”, “friendly and 
enthusiastic” and “well read and knowledgeable”.

The VIC retail space was refreshed with additional 
product displays, having significantly improved the 
overall flow of the space and access to brochure 
displays. The brochure racking has been modified 
and flows in regional areas with new signage. A new 
promotional screen showcasing images of the Barkly 
region, has encouraged more questions and requests 
for information.

Membership and Industry Support 

The year started in a very positive mood. After losing 
some of the Members gained during the pandemic 
when membership was free, the number of paid 
memberships levelled out at 338. This was about 13% 
up on the pre-pandemic membership. A review by 
the Membership & Industry Support Team revealed 
that most of the losses, after the reintroduction of 
fees, were in the hospitality and services sector. This 
prompted plans to restructure TCA’s membership 
offering ahead of 2023 with a view to providing better 
value to that sector in order to grow membership 
and revenue.

Meanwhile, the Tourism Business Development 
Program, delivered by TCA on behalf of Tourism NT, 
got off to a flying start. With a yearly target KPI of 
200 Surveys, broken down into quarterly targets (Q1 
to Q4) of 60, 50, 28 and 62 respectively, the team 
exceeded for the first quarter target 16%. The second 
quarter started well, but with much attention turned 
to the membership restructure, the delivery of 
enterprise surveys began to fall behind schedule. This 
was later compounded by the unexpected departure 
of both members of the Membership and Industry 
Support team in January.

The Membership restructure which included 
the introduction of new categories, revamping 
existing categories, changing prices, reviewing and 
improving membership benefits, overhauling the 
online membership portal and the creation of a 
new membership prospectus, was finally sent out to 
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existing members at the start of December. About 
28% of memberships renewed in December, most 
of these prior to the Christmas break. With so many 
businesses closed in January, the number only rose to 
about 41% by the end of January and to 51% by end 
of February.

February saw the start of a completely new 
Membership & Industry Support Team.  Despite a 
very steep learning curve, they doggedly set out to 
get all memberships paid and to get back on track 
with the Business Development Program.

In addition to conducting Enterprise Surveys, the 
Business Development Program also involved 
the delivery of at least three practical workshops.  
The KPI was reached in the first half of the year and 
in February Chris Telenta conducted two Bookeasy 
workshops to assist operators in uploading their  
new season’s products and to update existing 
products & pricing. This was followed in March with 
Tourism Tribe’s online seminar ‘How to Showcase 
your Video to the World’. The workshop series was 
completed in May with an Impart Media webinar 
to give members a practical understanding of 
Bookeasy’s new gift voucher functionality and how it 
can benefit their business.

The Membership team did a sterling job of attracting 
new members. Between January and the end of June 
23 businesses became TCA members, many of them 
in the hospitality sector that we had set out to attract 
with the membership restructure.

To add greater stability to the Membership & 
Industry Support team and to further enhance 
the support they provide, a process of internal TCA 
restructuring was developed for implementation 
in 23/24. This restructure sees the Marketing team 
merged with Membership & Industry Support to 
form the Membership & Marketing team which 
will consist of four staff each with responsibilities 
across both aspects of the department. The primary 
focus will be on member engagement and each 
member organisation will be assigned to a specific 
Membership & Marketing Specialist (MMS) who 
will be their primary point of contact with TCA. The 
new team will continue to establish and develop 
strong relationships with member businesses and 
individuals so that collectively we can build a stronger 
visitor economy in Central Australia.

Danial Rochford
Chief Executive Officer 
Tourism Central Australia
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Every year comes with a unique set of 
challenges and the financial year 2023 
(FY23) was no different. 

The year kicked off to a great start, with strong tour 
and retail sales producing commercial revenue which 
substantially exceeded budget, we were looking 
forward to the year ahead.  

Unfortunately, we were hit with yet another blow 
following detrimental and ongoing national media 
coverage of worsening crime issues in the Central and 
Barkly regions, the resulting decline in visitation over 
the second half of the year resulted in a significant 
drop in revenue, particularly for retail sales in our 
Visitor Information Centres. A difficult time for all 
given crime was, and is, a significant national issue - 
not specific to Central Australia. 

The closure of our Tennant Creek Mine tours due to 
flooding in the mine shaft also hit our bottom line.

Like many of you, Tourism Central Australia (TCA) 
experienced significant challenges finding staff, 
while this helped the finances it did leave the team 
very short. To our staff, thank you for the outstanding 
job you all did to see us through the year.    

Despite the challenges, TCA has continued to work 
hard to support our members with new and increased 
initiatives and programs, and strong advocacy to all 
tiers of government. The team have been committed 
to doing everything they possibly can with some 
careful operational and financial management.

Due to the team’s careful spend and the unfortunate 
staff shortages, TCA has been able to record a healthy 
surplus for FY23 of $108K. This is up from $3K in the 
previous financial year.  

The Board have made the strategic decision to 
reallocate this surplus into TCA’s Strategic Projects 
reserve fund.  This fund now has a balance of almost 
$350K.  No funds were spent from the reserve fund 
in FY23. 

Our total revenue for the financial year was $3.03M

Some key highlights in the financial year 22/23 include: 

• $274,000 commission on travel sales,

• $107,500 membership renewals, 

• $342,000 retail sales, 

• $39,500 Battery Hill Mine tours.

Expenditure for the year totalled $2.93M.  Key 
highlights included:

•  $1.2M spent on promoting our region through 
advertising and promotions

•  $17,000 producing Visitor Maps for distribution 
through the Visitor Centres and Consumer Shows

• $13,800 was spent on new and upgraded signage

•  $8,900 of improvements to our Visitor 
Information Centres

The sign-off of a new 5-year funding agreement 
was a key highlight of the year, thank you to Danial 
and Patrick for all their work in negotiating a great 
package for Central Australia which includes 
additional new funding for forward financial years. 
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This result is reflective of the strong partnership 
TCA has with Tourism NT and the Northern Territory 
Government. 

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge 
the ongoing and valuable support from the Northern 
Territory Government and thank the Federal 
Government for their significant support through 
the now finalised AUSTRADE COVID Recovery grant. 

I would like to express my sincere gratitude to the TCA 
Board, CEO and staff, particularly Danial Rochford, 
Merrilyn Spencer and the Board’s Finance and Risk 
Committee members David White, Bradley Kerkman 
and Patrick Bedford, for their ongoing commitment 
and contribution to our members and industry.

Thank you

Jodie Summers
Treasurer 
Tourism Central Australia Inc.
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